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▪ Customer:  Army

▪ Gate: ‘0’ 

▪ Step: “0”

▪ CRM:  ITES3-COTS-ARMY-W9124D-13

▪ CIT-Sector: Christopher Stahl

All STAHL USA developed tools, 
processes, and documents are subject 
to ©Copyright by STAHL USA and 
restricted to authorized usage.

Location:  Remote Location
Date: 4/1/21

ITES-3S
COTS to replace Accessions Distribution Center (COTS) Application
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Business Priority Relevance

Client Relationships

Core then Adjacency

Prime vs. Sub

Primes Differentiation

Level: Trusted Vendor Basis: Organizational: Basis: Market
History: Some of the companies in the Stahl channel have experience with this agency and the service branch under ITES-3S. It's STAHL's relationship with this 

agency that is opening doors to win this opportunity.

Core: SYS/SW Integration Mission Applications Adjacency: Current COR

Description:  In this opportunity, core adjacency will be achieved by identifying a list of vendors who are trusted by this agency. There are some 

companies in STAHL's channel who have previously worked for this agency, therefore STAHL is trying to create a forecast around this buyer for the 

Clients who have core adjacencies and GAP to the requirements. STAHL needs to create a list of vendors who have experience with U.S. Army HRC 

with modernization strategies to Refactor, Re-architect, Rebuild and/or Replace (4R’s) internal application components.

Intent: Prime Basis: Strong Past Peformance in functional areas of the PWS
Dependencies: Prime is a Joint Venture who has the capabilities to fulfill and meet these requirements by GAPPING across all the 

Teaming partners.

Level: High Area(s): Tech/Mgmt Elements: Methodology Staffing

Description:  Solution is developing throuh the use of the GAP Analysis to the PWS
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Opportunity Overview

Opportunity: 
COTS to replace Accessions Distribution Center (COTS) 

Application
New/Recompete: TBD CRM #: ITES3-COTS-ARMY-W9124D-13

Acquirer: U.S. Army Incumbents: Solicitation No #:

End User(s): Army Human Resources Command (HRC) Contract Vehicle: ITES-3S

Contract Type:
Location/Place of 

Performance:
TBD Acquisition Type: Small Business

Prime Interest: Acquisition Basis:

Prime (P): T-FOUR. LLC Sub Value: (49%) NAICS/PSC: TBD PWin Change:

TOT Value: TBD (P) Value: (51%) Opportunity Stat: RFI RFI/SS:

TOT FTE: (P) FTE: Draft RFP: Industry Day:

Sector: Defense Channel Team: TBD (Currently Vetting) Final RFP: TBD Prop Due:

OPS Exec: (Thomas Graup)
ACCT 

Exec(iPMO):
Chris Orals: BAFO Due:

Capture Exec: (Chris Stahl) Prop Lead: TBD Award Date: TBD Start Date:

B&P Estimate: Unanet T&E PrePMO: (Deepti & Richi)
POP (Period of 

Performance):
5 Years (1+4 Option Years) 

Anticipated Personnel Clearance TBD
Anticipated Facility 

Clearance
TBD

Brief Program and Scope Description: The United States (U.S.) Army Human Resources Command (HRC), located at Fort Knox, Kentucky, requires the ability to efficiently acquire systems 
engineering services on a finite basis. The HRC seeks modernization strategies to Refactor, Re-architect, Rebuild and/or Replace (4R’s) internal application components. 

The Accessions Distribution Center (ADC) application was built about 15 years ago, just as internet-based e-Commerce tools were emerging, and has been re-engineered multiple times since. 
The ADC will be rationalized into the HRC applications portfolio. Such modernization should result in enhanced cybersecurity, improved application performance in a cloud environment, lower 
total cost of ownership due to reduced COTS licensing costs, and/or lower operations and maintenance costs.
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The purpose of this requirement is to obtain Systems Engineering and Technical Assistance (SETA)
services for the following:

• Analysis and engineering services in a consulting capacity for rationalization of the ADC into currently
available technologies

• System and Software engineering expertise to develop and analyze system concept, design and
interoperability.

• Input into the development of varying cloud alternatives/strategies

• Analyze system characteristics and performance requirements for cloud migration

• Provide system integration support for the hybrid cloud environment

• Interface with Government personnel and the Government third party managed service providers

The contractor shall provide to assist HRC in rationalizing the ADC into a Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
(COTS), cutting-edge technology, web-based e-commerce solution that provides a site where USAREC,
USACC/ROTC, and ARNG users can “shop” for products they need for their marketing or recruiting
program.

Brief Program and Scope Description
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Scope

1. The contractor shall provide SETA for performing analysis and engineering services in a

consulting capacity while working closely with government personnel for rationalization of the

ADC into currently available technologies.

2. The contractor shall provide System and Software engineering expertise to develop and analyze
system concept, design and interoperability.

3. The contractor shall provide systems and software engineering expertise to the design,
development, testing, evaluation and maintenance of the envisioned ADC solution. Expertise should
aim to understand the interrelationship and interdependence among Army Commands and
components to ensure continuity of ADC functionality.

4. The contractor shall provide assistance in establishing the requirements to define the architecture,
modules, interfaces and data necessary for the envisioned ADC solution.

5. The contractor shall interface with Government personnel and the Government third party
managed service providers.
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6. The contractor may provide input into the development of varying cloud alternatives/strategies
offering cogent alternatives to deliver the best business value and cost effectiveness for the
Government.

7. The contractor may provide cloud integration support to connect disparate components of cloud
and local resources into a seamless, ubiquitous environment to seamlessly access and manage
applications, data, services and systems.

8. The contractor may provide system integration support for the hybrid cloud environment.

9. The contractor shall provide continuous and renewable application maintenance services for the
contractor provided portions of the envisioned ADC solution. Renewals are envisioned to be yearly.

10. The contractor will provide full documentation to HRC for all final-accepted components of the
ADC solution. Documentation will include code, third-party hardware and software documentation,
User-manuals, diagrams, work-flows and etc.

Scope
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11. The contractor will provide User Training at Fort Knox after final acceptance testing of envisioned 
ADC solution.

12. The contractor will transfer all applicable licenses, warranties and service contracts to HRC for all 
ADC components upon final acceptance of envisioned ADC solution.

13. The contractor shall be tasked upon to conduct risk assessments; develop cost estimates; 

conduct independent verification and validation; develop test requirements and/or evaluate 

test data.

14. Upon successful implementation of new COTS solution, Contractor will engage current 

owners for retirement of GOTS solution.

Scope
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Software Environment

The current ADC solution resides on the HRC hosted Recruiting Services Network (RSN). The commercial
cloud services currently supported by the Army’s Cybersecurity Service Provider (CSSP) are Microsoft
Azure and Amazon Web Services (AWS). These Cloud Service Offerings (CSO) are secure, provisionally-
authorized Department of Defense (DOD) approved for unclassified non-public data, and universally-
available and accessible to all Army users regardless of organization, location, or mission. When CSSP
and Army-provided common services support is operational for other provisionally-authorized CSOs,
these CSOs may also host Army applications.

1. Software tools will be provided to enable realization of all current ADC capabilities as noted in 
Background while providing maximum flexibility to Users.

2. Reports will be exportable to standard Microsoft files typical of word, excel or pdf.

3. Notifications will be compatible with Microsoft Outlook for emails and capable of bi-directional 
communications between End Users (requestors), System Administrators and Warehouse Users.

4. User instruction manuals will be accessible on-line by End Users.  End-users will be provided a User 
Help function on-line during the ordering process.

5. Software tools will be provided to enable assignment, tracking and reporting of purchase 
“points/credits” in place of real currency.
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Other Requirements

Specific Knowledge and Experience Requirements

1. 1. Most acceptable envisioned ADC solution will require vendor knowledgeable in and providing

evidence of experience with assessing readiness for migration to the commercial cloud and the ability to

make specific refactoring and rebuilding recommendations to ease migration of GOTS and

COTS applications.

2. Government seeks to minimalize customization requirements of out-of-the-box solutions.

3. Knowledge of Risk Management Framework (RMF), and Security and Technical

Implementation Guidance (STIG) applicable to application development, cloud hosting, and

industry cloud security strategies.

4. Practical experience designing and developing cloud specific security policies, standards and

procedures e.g. account management, password/key.

5. Practical experience with assessing GOTS and COTS applications readiness for migration to

the commercial cloud and the ability to make specific refactoring and rebuilding

recommendations to ease migration.

6. Ability to provide documentation and knowledge transfer to government and third-party vendors

during and after task implementations.


